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- Qualified relationship
- PartWhole
- Attributive property
- Subsumption
- Value property
- Data type
- Object type
- Qualifier

- Shared Aggregate
- Composite Aggregate
- Attribute
- Composite attribute
- Dimensional attribute
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- Dimensional value type
- Weak object type
- Nested object type
- Associative object type

- Multivalued attribute
- Mapped to
- Disjointness axioms among the subclasses of Relationship are:
  - {PartWhole, Attributive property, Subsumption}
  - {Qualified relationship, Attributive property, Subsumption}
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specify how entities and constraints can be related

A Weak identification is a combination of one or more Attributive property of the Weak object type it identifies together with the Identification constraint of the Object type it has a Relationship with and this Object type is disjoint with the Weak object type.

* The Single identification has a Mandatory and a 1:1 Cardinality constraint.
* Qualified identification and External identification are declared on only Attributive property.
* A Qualified relationship participates in a Qualified identification only if the Cardinality constraint is 1.
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Transformation Rules

- take an entity, follow the sequence of mandatory constraints of the metamodel to transform using the algorithms containing the rules. repeat;
- process the remainder;
- ask user input for each approximation;
- record which are 1:1, remodelled, approximated, lost;

input model in language X

formalised metamodel

vocabulary containing a terminology comparison between terms used in the languages

output model in language Y

1:1 mappings
UML class ‘Flower’ -> ORM Entity Type ‘Flower’
Transformations
UML attribute ‘colour’ -> ORM Value Type ‘colour’
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